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1. General remarks 

Safeguards according to INFCIRC 153 for the international 

control of nuclear material in reprocessing facilities have 

been carried out in WAK Karlsruhe, a plant with modest annual 

throuhgput. 

One essential safeguards measure is nuclear material accountancy 

with corresponding inspections carried out by the safeguards 

authority. Containment and surveillance (C/S), which in INFCIRC 153 

are described as complementary (not as additive) measures, have 

so far been implemented only to facilitate material accountancy 

and thus reduce the control effort. To date C/S measures have 

not yet been implemented with special regard to their full 

potential as provided for in INFCIRC 153, i.e. as a genuinely 

complementary measure for the international safeguards system. 

Reprocessing plants so far have effectively been safeguarded 

without any major disturbance of the plant operation. 

For the future commercial reprocessing facilities with large 

annual throughputs the application of present day safeguards 

measures may, however, give rise to several problems. One 

might arise from measurement uncertainties in material 

balances. Another one could arise if the increasing trend 

for further specification of safeguards goals would lead to 

numerical quantification of significant amounts and detection 

times. To reach these safeguards goals while maintaining the 

present status with regard to the measurement uncertainties 

very high frequencies of inventory taking may be necessary 

which may result in intolerable operational impediments and 

restrictions. 

To avoid these problems, several different possible solutions 

might be considered: 
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- Increasing the measuring accuracy through improved measurement 

methods for establishing the material balance, reduces the di

version potential. However, in this case the question of timely 

detection still remains open. 

- By using measuring systems at all those points of the plant 

which are relevant to the determination of the flow and 

inventory of nuclear material, a real-time nuclear material 

accountancy can be achieved with the aid of an appropriate 

online computer system. This model enables the safeguards 

authority to have continuous up-to-date information on the 

current state of the nuclear material distribution. In this 

case physical inventory taking is no longer necessary. 

However, realisation of this model seems to be very costly 

and its adequacy with respect to the overall safeguards 

goals is not proven. There are doubts expecially as regards 

the verifiability of the system unless safeguards authority 

and operator have identical sets of systems. In addition, 

such an interconnection of control systems and operations 

would involve the danger that the entire plant had to be 

shut down if the system failed. The feasibility of this 

system as such seems questionable for the facilities where 

operational conditions change frequently. 

- More intensive application of appropriate C/S measures 

particularly at the plant perimeters permits to detect any 

diversion and thus enables the safeguarding authority to make 

the statement, that no diversion of nuclear material has 

taken place (INFCIRC 153, § 7). 

This concept, however, requires an appropriate plant design 

allowing a direct and effective implementation of C/S measures. 

The plant layout can be designed in such a way that nuclear 

material can only enter and leave the plant via a very limited 

number of controlled routes. 

In principle, the realization of this concept appears to be 

feasible with the C/S instruments available already today. 
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Such a concept would focus on the detection of any relevant 

diversion and less on the verification of the inventory. 

Consequently quantitative safeguards goals would be of less 

significance to the design of the safeguards system. Instead, 

generally accepted assumptions on possible diversion strategies 

would gain in importance. 

The present contribution attempts to establish, also taking 

into account proposals made so far by other delegations in 

INFCE WG 4, criteria and sets of measures for an effective 

safeguards system for reprocessing plants. Those criteria 

and sets of measures should comply with the safeguards 

objectives and take into account the boundary conditions 

described in the different base cases of WG 4. 

2. Various international contributions 

The proposals made so far in WG 4 mainly refer, with different 

emphasis, to nuclear material accountancy and C/S as appropriate 

measures. 

2.1 PIPEX concept 

PIPEX presents a model taking into account both safety and 

safeguards aspects of commercial reprocessing plants with 

special regard to improved containment and surveillance 

features. In a PIPEX plant protection against unauthorized 

access to nuclear material would be ensured by surrounding 

the entire sensitive part of the plant with an impenetrable 

barrier (in combination with the radiological barrier)*. 

In principle, this system is already partially realized 

(head end) and a progressive approximation seems to be possible 

in the near future. However considerable R+D work will still have to be 

done and detailed discussions on international level will be re

quired . A detailed outline of this concept is given in INFCE WG 4/99 (A) . 

* The PIPEX model is, in addition to be understood as a contri

bution to the discussion on improved physical protection. 
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2.2 Improved concepts with material accountancy in combination with C/S 

2.2.1 Co-Chairmen WG 4/69 (A, B) 

The US-contribution discusses a number of measures to be applied 

simultaneously and independently from each other: 

- the use of DYMAC (Dynamic material accountancy with real 

time nuclear material flow and inventory verification) to 

guarantee a continuous and complete determination of mate

rial flow and inventory as well as its control. 

- Containment-surveillance measures in different technical de

signs with the possibility of realtime information retrieval. 

- Improvement of the measuring and analysis capacity and their 

accuracy, to reduce diversion possibilities. 

- Frequent inventory taking with clean-out to provide an addi

tional possibility to detect protracted diversion of smaller 

amounts. 

- An active part the safeguards authority already in the design 

and construction of the plant in order to facilitate the im

plementation of safeguards, render them more effective and 

eliminate possible diversion channels right from the outset. 

The requirement for a strict simultaneous application of 

several independent safeguards measures which does not allow 

to take account of the application of one safeguards measure 

when determining the need for the implementation of another 

one, leaves some questions unanswered. For instance, applying 

the C/S systems only as a parallel system to DYMAC would pre

vent taking into account the full potential of both. Conversely, 

the question arises whether the cumulative but parallel im

plementation of all the suggested safeguards measures is in 

compliance with the legal basis of INFCIRC 153,which estab

lishes the principle that safeguards shall be applied without 

undue interference in operations. 
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2.2 .2 Co-Chairmen WG 4/81 (A, B) 

The Japanese contribution combines C/S systems and instruments for material 
accountancy (MA) to e s t a b l i s h a c o n t r o l system which i s 
ab l e t o d e t e c t nuc lea r m a t e r i a l d i v e r s i o n s by d e t e c t i o n 
of anomalies . 

To t h i s end 

- C/S systems will be installed at all those points in the 

plants which might be relevant to the diversion of nuclear 

material, 

- biased measuring systems are provided which serve the fast 

but rough determination of nuclear material flow at all 

essential strategic points and thus the detection of anomalies, 

i.e. deviations from normal operating conditions. 

When implementing these two systems a continuous retrieval is 

assumed to take place in order to keep detection times low as 

compared to possible misuse times. A redundant design of the 

C/S systems will lower the rate of false alarms thus ensuring 

a highly reliable evaluation of the information obtained. 

After detecting an anomaly which could be caused by a 

diversion activity, the diversion and the diverted quantity 

are determined by means of physical inventory taking. 

2.2.3 Co-Chairmen WG 4/57 (A, B) 

The UK-contribution puts greater emphasis on containment and 

surveillance measures. The plant will be divided into several 

units where the implementation of appropriate C/S measures 

ensures that nuclear material can only enter or leave the 

facility via controlled routes. The concept is based on a plant 

design which is such as to facilitate the implementation of 

safeguards and that during construction inspectors supervise 

realization of the design submitted. 
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Containment and surveillance are to be ensured mainly by concrete 

walls surrounding the process area of the plant for radio

logical protection as well as by monitors at the very limited 

number of personnel and material locks at the boundaries 

of plant sections, which are the only authorized routes for 

personnel and material to enter or leave the respective 

section. This contribution points out that a high degree of 

quantifiable certainty may be reached in assuring that no 

diversion has taken place. 

Nuclear material accountancy carried out by the safeguards 

authority would be based on the verification of the data 

supplied by the operator. This appears to be a promising 

approach on technical and conceptual ground. 

Tests required might be completed before the construction 

proper will be begin. 

3. Conclusion drawn form the present safeguarding concepts 

3.1 Significance of INFCIRC 153 

Analyses made so far based on conceptual and empiric grounds 

show that in principle reprocessing plants are safeguardable 

and that INFCIRC 153 provides for safeguards mechanisms for 

large scale reprocessing plants. The projected measures will 

have to be implemented in a genuinely complementary manner 

within an integrated system of C/S measures and material 

accountancy. 

3.2 Safeguards goals 

Not the determination of fixed values in terms of time and 

quantity appears to be relevant determining safeguards but 

rather a detailed analysis of all credible diversion 

strategies devised for a plant with specific features. 

In an integrated safeguards system C/S measures and material 

accountancy play essential parts. The degree of importance 
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assigned to the various elements of such an integrated system 

depends on specific features of the plant concerned and will 

be determined on the basis of analysing the diversion 

strategies for the facility concerned. In this context timely 

detection of a diversion plays a key role as a deterrent. 

3.3 Containment/Surveillance measures 

The goal of C/S measures is the prevention and the detection 

of a diversion. They have to be implemented at the contain

ment boundaries. A redundant design of these systems will 

result in a high reliability so as not to cast unjustified 

suspicion on the operator, should one system fail. For the 

detection of a diversion in as short a period of the time as 

possible, the use of electronic surveillance systems allowing 

continuous retrieval to the resident inspector may be one of 

the important systems to be considered. 

Devices which could be taken into account may include: 

Doorway monitors, motion and radiation monitors, electronic 

and mechanical sealing systems, TV- and film camera systems, 

rough go-, no go measuring devices etc. Many of these are 

already in operation or have been sufficiently tested. 

3.4 Nuclear material accountancy 

Nuclear material accountancy should principally be based 

on the operator's requirements to the effect that the 

safeguards authority verifies the operator's data. In this 

context computer aided accountancy systems may be useful 

for the sake of simplification one their development has 

reached a stage to justify their utilization also with 

respect to cost-effectiveness. 

If it should be necessary to ensure a continuity of knowledge 

on the flow of nuclear material in the process area, measures 

based on a combination of material accountancy and C/S may 

have to be foreseen. 
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3.5 Inspections 

Inspections will mainly be carried out to ensure that the 

C/S systems works properly and has not been tampered with. 

3.6 Plant design 

The plant will be designed with respect to facilitate and 

effectively implement safeguards. This in particular applies 

to C/S measures while limiting access to nuclear material 

are also necessary for safety and radiological protection 

reasons. Construction features at the containment boundaries 

will guarantee that nuclear material will pass through 

declared channels only. 

3.7 Verification of the plant design and construction 

To prevent the installation of concealed pipings and other 

penetrations of the containment the safeguards authority 

should play an active part in the verification of the design 

and construction of those parts of the plant relevant to the 

C/S measures foreseen. 

4. Outlook 

As the result of this analysis it is assured that large commercial 

reprocessing plant can be safeguarded. To improve the resource 

effectiveness of safeguards for large scale reprocessing 

plants further R+D efforts should be made in the following 

areas: 

- Elaboration of a detailed analysis of credible diversion 

strategies uponvhich safeguards measures should be based. 

- Elaboration of a C/S system integrating existing and new 

tamperresistant hardware, software and individual components, 

and development of decision mechanisms and actions to cover 

different diversion strategies on the basis of data provided 

by integrated C/S and accountance measures as well as of the 

institutional arrangements for the control of the plant and 

its operations. 
i i 

* • • 
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- improvement of measuring devices for nuclear material deter

minations, especially for the monitoring of waste streams and 

particularly improving and implementing of go - no go monitors 

- Support of the IAEA efforts to provide qualified training for 

the inspection personnel. 


